REMEMBERING OUR SISTERS
FELLOWSHIP PROJECT
DANIELLE FIXICO
FROM THE BEGINNING...

MFA Journey

- Going into final year
- Final Exhibition
- 1 of 4 MFA graduates
- Struggle of tackling heavy topic
TAKEAWAYS

Connection
Meeting other advocates who already understand the intricacies of MMIW

Family Focused Work
Keeping families at the focus of our work by getting their permission to use their stories

Future Awareness Work
Created a new avenue for my MMIW work
Final Exhibition
Beyond the Veil

- Highlight the overlook of MMIW
- Reach a new audience
- Make a lasting connection to the viewer
- Call to Action
Audio Recording in place of statement
QR Code
Audience Reach
Sticker Design
  - butterflies
Giveaway

Audio Recording
Digital Art
PODCAST
The Butterfly Memoirs
EPISODE IDEAS

30 Episode Ideas
- Intracacies of MMIW
- Artwork
- Advocacy

Cases
Changing episode styles based on family involvement

Interviews
- Lighthorse
- Butterfly farm
FUTURE IDEAS

- Website in connection to podcast
- Create designs for families
- Continue to create jackets
- Start even more discussions
Thank you Center for Native American Youth for this amazing opportunity!

Mvto and Yakoke